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PYP GRASS
(Ehrharta villosa)

By P. E. RYAN, B.Sc. (Agric.), Agrostologist

From time to time inquiries are received for identification of grass which is found growing near the sea shore. This grass is known as pyp grass (Ehrharta villosa) and is related botanically to veldt grass which is so familiar to visitors to King’s Park. It does not resemble veldt grass in its habit of growth and the relationship is mainly in the nature of the seed-head. Unlike veldt grass it spreads by means of underground rhizomes which may stretch for 15 to 20 ft. from the parent plant under suitable conditions. From these rhizomes new shoots occur at 12 to 18 inch spaces along the rhizome and give rise to new plants.

An area of about two acres carrying this grass was located some 12 or 13 years ago by Mr. L. Weston, Forestry Officer at Busselton. It was located on the sand-dunes at the mouth of the Margaret River and on the land side of marram grass which had been planted in the area. In this region pyp grass had naturalised and spread. It was tried near the mouth of Ellenbrook in the same region and there was found to thrive on the poor sandy soils. At Gnarabup marram grass which had been sown on the sand hills failed, but pyp grass grew successfully right down to the shore line.

Mr. T. Lennox of Ellenbrook has planted this grass on sand-dunes on his property with a fair amount of success. Throughout this region of country other patches are known and the grass has become more or less naturalised and is spreading over an area six miles long and several
Fig. 2.—A prolific growth of pyp grass alongside a track in the Margaret River area.

miles wide. Other plantings of this grass have been made at Ludlow and Hithergreen where the grass has established successfully, but has not spread to any extent.

Experimental plantings made on sandhills in the vicinity of Rockingham grew vigorously and produced underground rhizomes 15 ft. in length in one season. Above-ground shoots from these rhizomes reached a height of up to 3 ft.

On the sandy soils at Crawley this grass makes vigorous growth and responds to applications of nitrogenous fertiliser. On heavy loam soils at Wokalup pyp grass survived over a period of four or five years, but failed to make very strong growth and did not spread from the original sowings.

This grass produces coarse green stems with very few short leaves. The green stems are capable of doing the same work of photosynthesis as leaves. It is not very palatable to stock, but sheep appear to develop a taste for it in some conditions and at Crawley stands of pyp grass have been grazed down consistently by sheep.

It is damaged by fire which apparently destroys the shallow underground rhizomes. The grass is obviously useful for sand-binding purposes, on coastal sand-dunes and may provide some grazing for sheep in such areas.
Your best and CHEAPEST method of harvesting CLOVER

Plan now to reap a bigger profit from this season's clover seed harvest. Even in a bad year you can make clover gathering pay handsomely when you use a Barrow Linton Clover Harvester, because this is by far the CHEAPEST method of gathering the seed. It cuts costs amazingly by its speed and efficiency in doing the complete job of gathering, threshing and screening right through to the bagging bin. Get full details now from Barrow Linton's and be ready for this season's harvest. Terms available.

"BARROW LINTON" CLOVER HARVESTER
Picks up More Seed Quicker
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763-7 Wellington Street, Perth, BA9/5/1
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Better Farming with WRIGHTS Machinery

LUNDELL OFFSET FORAGE HARVESTER

8 extra features make the Greenacres Lundell Forage Harvester a lasting investment.
- Frame of 1/4in. folded steel.
- Heavy duty 40 h.p. gearbox fitted with Timken roller bearings, special steel (heat treated) gears.
- Cutter drum and cutters balanced to exclude vibration.
- Adjustable drawbar for driving along roadways.
- V belt drive from gearbox to cutter shaft, to eliminate shock loading.
- Really heavy drive shaft.
- Special heat treated cutting knives.
- Over 15,000 machines in operation in America since 1954.

THE BRITISH BUILT TWINE TYING PICK-UP BALER

Jones FAMOUS BALER

Petrol functioned or driven from Tractor P.T.O. The simplest and most compact baler ever built. Capacity 7 tons per hour. Features, Knotter—only 2 moving parts. Goes through 8ft. 6in. gate. Low centre of gravity for safety on hillside. Features the famous Jones Tucker tying mechanism—produces a bale as heavy as the standard twine can hold without the bale bursting

HERKULES POWER MOWER ATTACHMENT

6ft. models to suit popular tractors. Hand or hydraulic lift. Easily fitted and quickly removed. Simple sturdy construction, ensures long service and reliable operation. Five hefty S.K.F. ball bearings carry drive shaft, crank wheel and pitman. Flexible V belt drive and automatic safety release prevent damage if cutter bar strikes obstruction

The Baltic Simplex G.B.R. side delivery HAY RAKE.

It can truly be said that good raking is the secret of good bailing. Model G.B.R. is designed to work under Australian conditions. The all welded tubular frame has the strength to stand lots of hard work at fast raking speeds. Will give a lifetime of trouble free service.

Specifications: Weight—12 cwt. 3 qrs. (approx.)
Overall width—10ft. 6in.
Length—16ft.
Raking width—7ft.
Also available, the Baltic Simplex ground drive, side delivery, Hay Rake
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